The Greens
Costa Rica

Costa Rica
Special bulletin

August 23, 2022

Attention: Deacons and
congregations
Budget Plans for 2023
In this letter we are offering the CLIR budget
projections for 2023 (Reformed literature
publication, conferences and more), as well as
some important “Projects” for both CLIR and
our Christian School (CECRE).
Please
prayerfully consider this material as you plan
your church and personal budgets for next
year!
If you have any questions, please contact us!
We thank you for your faithful support in
prayer, offerings and personal involvement!

CLIR ANNUAL BUDGET - 2023
$277,500 USD
*Special note - we wish to communicate
three items of interest
1) CLIR has not received an increase in
donations from US/Canada since 2020. In
fact, donations were lowered for 2021.
2) Of the full amount of $277,500, CLIR is
asking only the amount of $178.000 in
offerings. The rest of the budget is raised
through book sales and other means.
3) Included with this letter are special
“Projects” which are over and above budget.
These are important needs presented to the
churches to adopt as a project for particular
giving. Any donations should be properly
tagged.

CLIR translators
located all over the Americas

Publishing and Admin Team
Centro Educativo Cristiano Reformado
Reformed Missions in Latin America

Write us! www.reformedmissions.org - clirprint@gmail.com - (506) 8349-6667

Projects for Costa Rica
beyond the normal budget
For 2023 fiscal year
(Very importante!)
CLIR PROJECTS
Container of paper for the John Calvin commentaries. Estimate - $25,000 USD
No one in Costa Rica imports anymore the paper we are using for the Calvin commentaries. The
paper we started with is an off white, elegant paper that is easy on the eyes while reading. Two years
ago we brought half a container into Costa Rica, and are close to using this paper up. We will
urgently need a full container quite soon.

Our collection so far of Calvin’s
OT and NT commentaries, and
other works of Warfield, Vos
Machen and Kuyper
General Assembly for CLIR $25,000 USD
Our last General Assembly was in 2017 (we are supposed to have them every 3 years). What with
pandemics and all, the churches in Latin America haven’t had much communication. We would like
to hold our General Assembly in 2024 either in Costa Rica or Panamá. We have some money set
aside for this already, and need to complete the amount.

Pre-print equipment $6,000
There is new technology available for preparing our offset plates that does not have the complications
of the current light-sensitive material we are using. We would like to begin transitioning over for text
printing, while not eliminating our present system (which provides excellent quality for our 4 color
work). The purchase would include an industrial Epson printer (T3270 or equivalent), an industrial
laminator, solutions and plates.

A pension plan for CLIR employees

$7,000 per year

The ‘obligatory’ socialized medicine and pension withdrawals that the Costa Rican government takes
from each employee is essentially an insult. We know of many people whose pensions are $300 or
$400 a month, which provides nothing close to a pension to live on. For those of you familiar with
the economy in Costa Rica, you know that our cost of living has skyrocketed in the last decade. To be
fair to our employees, all of whom are faithful and hard workers, we would like to start a fair pension
plan which would belong to each employee, and not be available to them until retirement or
withdrawal from CLIR. There are good, safe, options with good interest rates that we can tap into.
This request is based on the confidence that there will be long term partnerships, as together we serve
Christ’s kingdom in Latin America for the next generations.

Industrial color digital printer $15,000 (Preferably a Konica Minolta)
We often have the need for a short run of full color prints on card stock, or paper. It might be for a
special book cover, or more often for a large, color invitation for a conference (printing these jobs on
the offset presses would not be cost effective at all). We also provide this service for other churches who
seek us out for their printing needs. More and more we are having to run downtown for the material,
and it is time we thought about having our own full color printer that will print card stock. These are
industrial machines that have a monthly duty rate of up to 300,000 copies.

CECRE PROJECTS
Office furniture for our Principal, Secretary, Meeting room $10,000
Our lovely Auditorium and Administration building is finished! Absolutely gorgeous, modern and
spacious. We invite churches and Sunday Schools to adopt a project of funding the building of the
desks and cabinets that we will now need.

Construction of the Grade School façade

Approx $14,000

The office space that our Primary school uses what was originally the garage, with steel curtains. A car
hit one of the curtains, wrecking it. And rain, sun and time has pretty much ruined the whole front of
the school. We would like to remove the steel curtains, and build a ‘real’ front for the school, as well as
a roof for the rain (remember, we receive 7 feet of rain a year!)

Roof over the High School volleyball / basketball court Approx. $70,000
With the rain beginning often before mid-day in the rainy season (9 months of the year!) our PE classes
are often cancelled. We urgently need a roof over the court. We are proposing a light, economical and
practical covering of steel and clear plastic, or partially clear and partially solid, with no sides. It needs
to withstand sun and rain, wind (and earthquakes!).
Offerings and donations can be sent to:
United Reformed Missions Association
1100 - 40th Avenue N
Lethbridge, AB
Canada - T1H 6B7

Bethany United Reformed
Attn: Joint Venture Committee
5401 Byron Center Ave SW
Wyoming, MI 49519
United States

Work teams invited!
Several of these projects could
benefit from work teams! Please
contact us if interested!

